CALLING ALL QUILTERS TO HELP
Each day brings something new lately. Virus, earthquake—we just don’t know what tomorrow will bring. But in
the most recent news, I have seen a growing concern about enough protective gear for our medical workers.
This hits close to home as my daughter is a nurse and is very concerned about this issue. That is where YOU
come in. You can do something to help!
If you look on the web, there are many websites and videos cropping up to make medical masks for hospitals,
care centers, etc. But some of the mask patterns are better than others. Medical requirements sometimes
require certain things to make sure the mask is as helpful as desired, can be used in a large variety of ways, and
gives the maximum protection. The Guild wanted to sponsor a mask making project that honors the time spent
making them by getting reusable masks into the hands of those who actually need them. With that in mind, we
have joined forces with a project that was begun for Holladay Quilters by Josephine Keasler, Leigh Weintraub and
Carole van Hook. It has already passed the first stages of development and Leigh, who has worked in medical
manufacturing for 35 years and is familiar with medical specifications, has written a pattern for us to use. She
and Carole have started contacting area medical facilities and currently have requests from doctors’ offices,
skilled nursing facilities and home health agencies. 600 masks have been requested so far. It is expected that
Utah facilities requests will number in the 1000’s. We will send out 25 completed masks at a time to make sure
that the masks we are providing are what the medical facilities really want before sending them more.
Josephine, Leigh and Carole have agreed to take on the task of coordinating the efforts of our guild members.
They will make spreadsheets that track orders and the masks donated and delivered. These masks need 30
gauge round stainless-steel wire that can be molded to better fit over the nose. Wire for 3000 masks has been
ordered and will be delivered March 26-27. You can provide your own wire, or any masks made before that time
can be delivered to Leigh, Josephine or Carole without wires in them. (Note: when adding your own wire, make
sure it meets the specifications outlined in the pattern). When we have the wire, it will be available in bundles of
10 wires and can be picked up from any of these three ladies. Send masks to them in quantities of 10 or 25 in a
sealed plastic bag with your name, phone number and quantity of masks in the bag listed. Here is their
preferred contact information so you can contact them about delivery or wires. Once they know you need some
wire, you can pick it up from their front porch so that social distancing will still be in place. For quilters who live
outside of the Wasatch front, you can deliver masks to your area rep who will work with Carole and Josephine
for delivery in your area.
Here is their contact information:
Josephine Keasler 1062 Grainery Cove, Riverton, Ut 84065 josephinesquilt@aol.com
Leigh Weintraub 4300 Brockbank Way, Salt Lake City, Ut 84124 801-243-3100 bleighw@comcast.net
Carole Van Hook 4532 Tanglewood, Salt Lake City, Ut 84117 cvhlcsw@hotmail.com
We will have the pattern on the Utah Quilt Guild website and will also publish it in the Beeline when it comes
out April 1.
Time is of the essence as the Covid19 wave will likely hit Utah hard in the next 2 weeks resulting in a lack of
medical supplies here. Let’s all work together. Instead of Sitting and Stewing, we can Go and Do! It will make us
all feel better and help those who are sacrificing the most.
Annette Bracken, President
Utah Quilt Guild

Merry Mask Makers Pattern, Version 3
Washable and Reusable
(see last page for pattern picture)
Leigh Weintraub 801-243-3100

Efficacy is 50 – 70% of current surgical masks, depending on actual fabric used

Intended Use –
People that are coughing around others
For those who must shop in a public space
Backup for medical personnel or patients who are out of surgical masks

Supplies
Prewashed (hotter water is best) quilters grade cotton, Batiks are better by about 10-15% for filtration, Sheets
can be great at about 200-300 thread count .
(1) 10” x 14” rectangle ---- mask body
(4) 20” x 1.5” strips --ties
(1) 3” piece of 30 gauge/gage stainless steel wire ---nose shaper
Directions for assembly
Prepare and cut all supplies to size. If wire ends seem sharp, try to buff or file off the sharpest edges. If you
can’t, go with it.
Press 1.5” strips in half lengthwise, wrong sides together. Fold raw edges into the middle fold along length.
Press. Fold and tuck raw edges of ends in. Press and pin. Topstitch around the two ends and final folded edge
at approximately 1/8 “. Set ties aside
Fold large rectangle widthwise, right sides together for mask body. Result is a 10” by 7” piece. Sew ¼” seam
around the 3 open sides, leaving at least
2” open for turning along the long edge.
Turn mask body right sides out. Press edges.
Make three pleats along each side by pinching and folding each pleat toward the bottom. Pin in place at edges.
Be certain that all pleats fold toward the bottom. The result of each pleat fold should be about ½”. Space them
to leave the upper and lower ½” edges of mask body available for tie attachment. Finished, pleated sides will be
about 3” along the edges.
Topstitch twice around all 4 edges of mask body.

Find center of top/fold edge of mask body. Mark 1 5/8” either side of the top centerline. Sew a small channel
for the wire by stitching vertically down from fold ½ “ at each marked location and stitching across between the
two verticals, like the upper part of a football goalpost. This should result in a channel for the wire that is 3 ½ “ x
¼”. The pocket is just below the original topstitching done in step 6. Stitch this pocket twice. See steps 9 and 10
for wire insertion.
Attach straps securely along sides at all 4 corners on the outside of the mask.
From the inside of the mask, puncture or snip a tiny hole through only the single layer of fabric at the center of
the wire pocket.
Bend wire in half temporarily. Fold mask to expose the hole. Insert the two ends of the bent wire and work
them into place. Flatten mask and wire, arrange as needed.
You are done making a mask. It should be about 9”x 3”, plus long dangling ties. Finished mask size will depend
on your seam allowances and pleat sizes.

Instructions for Use
Place wire edge of mask over nose.
Spread pleats to allow lower edge of mask to go under chin.
Place upper ties above ears and tie with bow behind head at base of skull.
Using lower ties, snug mask under chin and pull onto top of head, or upper rear of head, and tie the bow.
Pinch and form the nose wire area snuggly at the nose bridge.
Adjust or retie the ties to assure best fit.
The best fit for your mask is: avoid gaps, be relatively comfortable wearing for more than an hour, and ties that
stay in place without fussing while wearing.

